
 
What May Flowers Were Brought By April Showers? 

 

This month we were focused on growing the adoption of ACE and TEAM our tokens               

as well as on creating new forms of communication between players, fans and token              

holders.  

 

✓ ACE and TEAM listed on the new exchange. 

✓ Crypto charity auction with an exclusive lot from Veronika Kudermetova          

held successfully. 

✓ Fan Communications module is released. 

✓ First poker training from TokenStars received great feedback. 

✓ Siberian Wellness company collaborated with TokenStars and Veronika        

Kudermetova. 

✓ Two new players joined TokenStars scouting system. 

✓ TokenStars community participated in Ice Hockey World Cup 2019. 
 

ACE and TEAM Listed On The New Exchange 
The main news of the month was a new listing: both ACE and TEAM were listed on                 

BitRabbit exchange ($50-100 million of daily trading volumes). We wanted to           

provide token holders with a convenient way to trade both ACE and TEAM on the               

same platform, and we're glad that this goal is achieved. BitRabbit is a reliable and               

secure platform with a focus on Asian markets, so we were glad to negotiate              

cooperation with them. 

 

 

https://bitrabbit.com/markets/ace_btc


 

 

Our listing strategy is aimed to gradually increase the token liquidity and community             

trading involvement. To boost the interest in our tokens and increase the awareness             

of TokenStars, we also created engaging activities with BitRabbit.  

 

 

First Signed Player Provided Exclusive Lot For Auction 

Veronika Kudermetova provided a great lot: a professional Wilson tennis racquet           

with which she won WTA Guadalajara 125K in Mexico, and 3 tennis balls with her               

personal signature. 11 bids were made in the auction, the winner made a bid in the                

amount of 3735 ACE tokens (approximately 127 USD). 
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https://www.bunnypub.net/en/announcements/topics/117048?fbclid=IwAR117hI99DnmMHAUjj4gG1E8CKvCwLSzpThwNwArkjywx1IAR7XBPVcyEqg
https://tokenstars.com/scouting/card/64
https://tokenstars.com/charity/veronika_kudermetova


 

 

 

The funds were sent to Konstantin Khabensky Charity Foundation to support, which            

provides care for children with cancer and other serious diseases of the brain.  

 

 

Fan Communications Module Is Released 
This month we took a huge step forward in building relationships between players             

and fans by launching a Fan Communications module. This module will make all             

the interactions between players, fans and token holders a lot easier and help us to               

create new opportunities for fans and token holders to cooperate with their favorite             

players on TokenStars platform. In Fan Communications module we’ll publish new           

activities from our signed players and each ACE or TEAM token holder will have the               

opportunity to participate in it.  
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https://tokenstars.com/fan-communications


 

 

 

 

First Personal Training From TokenStars Held Successfully 
First brand new activity in the Fan Communications module was a personal training             

with our signed player and also head poker coach Tobias Schaaf. This offer was              

bought very quickly and the personal training has already taken place. In 1.5 hours, 6               

tournaments have been played, in 4 of which the player reached the final table, and               

even won 1 of them.  

After each tournament, Tobias analyzed the game, noticed the mistakes that the            

player made and explained how to avoid them in the future. Tobias also shared his               

theoretical lectures on the topic of playing in Sit and Go tournaments and a table of                

starting hands. The best thing is that the user is satisfied and, according to his words,                

significantly improved his skills.  
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https://tokenstars.com/scouting/card/91


 

 

International Company Started Collaboration With Veronika           
Kudermetova 
This month Veronika Kudermetova started to cooperate with Siberian         

Wellness - rapidly developing company that operates in 65 countries. Siberian           

Wellness is a company with more than 20 years of history, specializing in the              

production of products for a healthy lifestyle. We were glad to organize this             

interaction and we have every reason to believe that this is only the beginning of a                

long-term and mutually beneficial partnership. 

 

 

New Players In Scouting System 
Scouting module keeps attracting new players to TokenStars, and we’re glad to see             

that our token holders continue to support new promising athletes. Last month            

Tobias Wegmuller (poker) and Jasza Szajrych (tennis) joined our platform and they            

successfully moved to the negotiations stage.  

 

Tobias Wegmuller is a professional poker player from Switzerland. Tobias has           

been playing poker for about 10 years, in his career he played over 35000              

tournaments mainly on PokerStars. In that time, he won over 175,000$. 
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https://tokenstars.com/scouting/card/64
https://www.instagram.com/v.kudermetova/?hl=en
https://tokenstars.com/scouting
https://tokenstars.com/scouting/card/116/


 

 

 

 

Jasza Szajrych - 15 y.o. talented tennis player from Poland. Last autumn he             

participated in 3 ITF finals and won ITF Junior Circuit in singles. He started to play                

at 8 and since then he is constantly developing his skills. 

 

 

TokenStars Community Participated in Ice Hockey World Cup 2019 
This May we celebrated 1 year anniversary of Predictions module and let our             

community choose the theme of the contest. Football Week and Hockey World            

Championship scored most of the votes, but hockey won with a small margin. This              

tournament gave us a few unexpected turns and almost no one predicted that the              

team of Finland would be the winner. It’s always great to see that more and more                

users invite their friends to participate in our predictions contest and that the             

audience constantly grows. 
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https://tokenstars.com/scouting/card/112/
https://t.me/TokenStars_Predictions_bot


 

 

 
For more information: follow the project’s social media channels on Facebook,           

Twitter, Instagram, Telegram, Medium or take a look at our videos on            

YouTube. 
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https://www.facebook.com/TokenStars/
https://twitter.com/TokenStars
https://www.instagram.com/tokenstars_official/
https://t.me/TokenStars_en
https://medium.com/@TokenStars
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCg8hS9uAYAFXkQAV3dnFZdg

